
UW-Whitewater Intramural Sports 
Championship Shirt Limitations 
 

The maximum number of shirts that can be distributed/awarded to a team at the time the team wins a championship. 
 
Activity    Shirt Limit   Activity    Shirt Limit 
2v2 Basketball   3    Futsal    8    
 

3v3 Basketball   5    Golf Tournament  2 
 

3v3 Soccer   5    Innertube Water Polo  12 
 

4v4 Soccer   6    Kickball    10 
 

4v4 Volleyball   6    Pickleball (singles)  1 
 

Badminton (singles)  1    Pickleball (doubles)  3 
 

Badminton (doubles)  3    Racquetball (singles)  1 
 

Bag Toss (singles)  1    Racquetball (doubles)  3 
 

Bag Toss (doubles)  3    Sand Volleyball   8 
 

Basketball   12    Soccer (indoor)   10 
 

Bracket Challenge  1    Soccer (outdoor)  12 
 

College Bowl Pick ’Em  1    Softball    15 
 

CROSSNET (singles)  1    Spikeball   3 
 

CROSSNET (doubles)  3    Tennis (singles)   1 
 

Dodgeball   10    Tennis (doubles)  3 
 

Disc Golf Tournament  1    Trivia Events (singles)  1 
 

Esports (singles)  1    Trivia Events (team)  3 
 

Esports (doubles)  2    Ultimate Frisbee  12 
 

Fantasy Football  1    Volleyball   8 
 

Flag Football (indoor)  8    Wallyball   8 
 

Flag Football (outdoor)  12    Wiffleball   10 
 

Floor Hockey   10    Wheelchair Basketball  10 
 
Activities not listed on this form have shirt limits established at the discretion of administrative staff. Shirt limitations for events and 
tournaments where Intramural Sports collaborates with campus partners will be determined via a joint effort with Intramural Sports 
and the collaborating partner(s). 
 
T-Shirts come in sizes ranging from S to XXL. Shirts may be available for immediate pick up following the conclusion of a 
championship contest. In the event an individual wishes to exchange one size for another, they are permitted to do so as long as 
sizes remain. 
 
There is no cap on the number of shirts an individual may win over the course of an academic year. In the event shirt supplies are 
running low, priority will be given to an individual who has not yet won a shirt. That being said, if an individual is repeatedly winning 
championships, administrative staff reserves the right to withhold awarding shirts until it is assured all winners receive the shirts 
owed to them. 
 
In the event a team has more eligible members rostered more than the shirt limit team captain is responsible for selecting roster 
members who receive shirts. 
 
At the end of the current semester, team members who are eligible but did not receive shirts may inquire about shirt availability. 
 
In additional to receiving shirts, champions will have their pictures taken and posted online in our virtual “Wall of Champions.” 


